THE  AUTHORITY  OF   SCIENCE
Taine in fact goes a long way to justify even the excesses
of the Revolution when, having called it " the revolt of asses
and horses against man," he adds, " it is true that for two
centuries men had been treated as asses and horses," and goes
on to say that two of the chief defects of the revolutionary
movement were the direct legacies of the ancien regime^ and of
Louis XIV. in particular—namely, the universal destruction
of the faculty for collective action of all living groups such
as Port Royal, Protestant assemblies, surviving little feudal
communities—and the crushing of individual will, original
initiatives, through general standardization, particularly in
literature.1
One is therefore driven to conclude that Taine failed in his
attempt to give us an objective philosophy of .the Revolution,
that he produced in fact not a philosophy of the Revolution
but interesting facts concerning the Revolution, together with
a number of novel and accurate remarks. " He was right,*'
adds Professor Monod,2 " to try to estimate the relative
importance of the psychological factors as an inherent part of
the French temperament, and of the special conditions created
by the sudden transformation of traditional institutions; he
is right in stressing the measure of spontaneous anarchy pro-
duced by the sudden unchecked application of Montesquieu's
idea as to the separation of powers." Another valuable contri-
bution made by Taine to social science is his clear showing
that, once a revolution becomes inevitable and breaks out, it
is impossible to tell what it will lead to, and particularly to
ensure its remaining just within the channels of peaceful
change or of ordered force which we should desire; " it lets
loose incalculable forces which may bring about not the
revolution we want, or at least are prepared to accept, but
something far more elemental, terrible, unpresentable." 3 No
contemporary of the Russian Revolution of 1917-1918 can
deny the wisdom of Taine's warning.
When all is said and done, however, the fact remains that
1 Corr., iii., p. 325.
2' Revue historique, vol. Ixxxvii., p. 141.
3 Lacombe, op, «/., p. 67.
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